
MEDIA PRESERVATION SOLUTIONS

 > Secure Logistics & Climate-Appropriate Storage, on a Global 
Scale: Point-to-point media-appropriate archival storage 
conditions ensure safe, secure, and discreet handling of 
client media and digital content.

 > Inventory Discovery & Management: Media inventory 
evaluation, triage, research, content verification, metadata 
collection, barcoding, imaging, database services are 
customized to the specific needs of every client. 

 > Remediation and Restoration: Media degradation occurs 
in a variety of forms, irrespective of storage conditions.  
Common problems include physical damage, decomposition, 
proprietary systems and format obsolescence. The IMES 
Media Recovery Technology team specializes in recovery of 
content deemed beyond salvage.

 > Hard Drive Preservation: Hard drives are among the   
most fragile storage formats and considered a top   
priority for migration by media archivists worldwide.    
The IMES hard drive preservation service offering includes 
drive health check, disk recovery, data migration, backup, 
sync, content curation, and future-proof open format  
digital archiving.
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 > Digital Transformation: All production is done in-
house in our fully-equipped  studios, allowing us  
to maintain a chain of custody throughout every 
phase of production. Clients’ physical media  
inventory never leaves the security of Iron Mountain’s 
facilities for digital preservation, remediation or 
complementary services.

 > Secure Digital Preservation and Distribution: IMES 
media preservation solutions make your invaluable  
archived content accessible and usable. Powerful 
digital archiving and digital asset management  
options are available including our secure Digital  
Archive (DCR), Media Asset Management (MAM),  
and AI/ML Content Enrichment Platform.

HOW CAN WE HELP DESIGN A 
PRESERVATION SOLUTION FOR YOUR 
ARCHIVE? CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE: 
IMESSALES@IRONMOUNTAIN.COM  

The content captured in audio-visual media represents our collective cultural heritage. Unfortunately, much of this content 
is at risk of being lost to future generations due to the degradation and obsolescence of aging storage media and recording 
technology. Iron Mountain Entertainment Services (IMES) archivists serve our clients as stewards of these priceless assets, 
ensuring that the audiences of both today and tomorrow will always be able to enjoy them. You can rest easy knowing that 
with IMES’ industry-leading media preservation solutions and techniques, your irreplaceable content is safe, secure, and 
most importantly, accessible and playable whenever you need it.

OUR END-TO-END MEDIA PRESERVATION SERVICES INCLUDE:


